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Abstract

Finer acoustic control of wind farms has become essential both to optimise electric production and ensure inhabitant tranquillity regarding the legal acoustic criteria. Current curtailment strategies are based on acoustic measurements done on short periods of time and
online control is based on wind parameters
only. This leads both to economic losses and
acoustic discomfort. For those reasons, we
present a new approach to control wind farms
with a control model based on real-time source
separation. We use a source separation system to provide estimates of the noise level imputed to the wind turbines and the noise level
imputed to the other sound sources. Our work
focuses on designing a control model. We
have proposed a first algorithm that was tested
on real data and that will be ground tested soon
(2016). The control model is based on a lookup table and on a discrete optimisation algorithm to compute curtailment plans. For the validation part, we experimented our control model
on the data provided by three acoustic measurement campaigns. The results show that
an electric gain is always possible without any
acoustic degradation compared to the current
strategies.
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1 Introduction
For the past few years, preventing people living around wind farms from noise pollution has
been one of the main concerns of numerous
countries around the world.
All countries that pay attention to acoustic annoyance use either the total ambient noise level
or a criterion called acoustical emergence to
measure the acoustic annoyance and impose
maximal admissible values. However, the current curtailment strategies slightly differ from
one country to another. In this article, we
compare our system to the current curtailment
acoustic strategy in France. It should be noted
however that the algorithm can be adapted for
any country. The acoustic emergence is fundamentally the acoustic energy gain brought by
the wind turbines to the background noise perceived near housings around the farms. The
acoustic control is difficult since the ambient
noise level and emergence rapidly evolve with
weather and noise conditions.
Currently, pre-studies are made to establish
the curtailment plan that must be set in the
wind farm control system (SCADA). They consist in 2 week measurement campaigns where
the wind turbines are periodically turned off.
The process however induces high uncertainties which are handled by considering worst
case scenarios. This leads to great economic
losses since the electric production is highly
correlated to the noise emission.
For that reason, a finer, real-time control of the
noise pollution is required to optimise the eco-

nomic gain. To address this, VENATHEC SAS
(France) have imagined and developed a new
control system called iEAR based on real-time
acoustic measurements and source separation.
The design of the algorithm has raised challenges in the fields of audio source separation
and control. We have focused our work on the
control model and we present in this article a
first algorithm and the first experiments on that
issue.
The control algorithm is based on the manufacturer's electric and acoustic power curves
and on simulated propagation data stored in a
look-up table. The instantaneous curtailment
plans are computed by solving an optimisation
problem every 10 minutes which can be written as a convex non linear discrete programming problem [1, 2, 3] or equivalently a nonlinear knapsack problem [4, 5]. We developed our own adapted branch and bound algorithm [6, 7] to solve this problem. Branch
and bound algorithms are indeed commonly
used to solve that type of problems along with
outer-approximation [8], generalized benders
decomposition [9], extended cutting plane [10],
LP/NLP based Branch-and-Bound [11] and hybrid algorithms.
The general control problem is described in
Section 2. The proposed model is then presented in Section 3 and the experiments in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and the perspectives are given in Section 5.
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2.1

where r j is the background level (also called
residual noise level).

2.2

Acoustic criteria

The goal is to optimise the electric production
while ensuring that the acoustic constraints are
respected for each housing around the farm.
Based on the graphical representation of the
acoustic power levels in Figure 1, the acoustic
constraints can be formulated as follows:
(1)

where Se,o is the emergence threshold, and Ss,o
is the ambient noise threshold. Here J denotes

Operating modes

The tool provided to reduce the wind turbines'
noise emission is a discrete set of smart operating modes that allows the wind farms owner to
lower the acoustic emission at the expense of
some economic loss. The instantaneous electric production and the acoustic production of
a given wind turbine depend both on the wind
speed and on the chosen operating modes.
In the following, C = {1, 2, ..., C } denotes the
set of integers that represents the C operating
modes available for the wind turbines on a farm.
The operating mode of each wind turbine can
be chosen independently. We also use f v to denote the concave function that gives the electric
power from the acoustic power expressed on a
linear scale (W/m2 ) for a given wind speed v.
This notation is used in the description of the
optimisation problem in Section 3.1.

2.3

Control problem

∀ j ∈ {1, .., J }, e j < Se,o or b j < Ss,o

the number of measurement points considered
and j one of these measurement points. b j
stands for the total ambient noise in decibels.
e j denotes the emergence which is the acoustic power gain in decibels brought by the wind
turbines on the environment. It is defined as
follows:
e j = bj − r j
(2)

Scientific challenge and current strategy

The inherent difficulty about acoustic control of
wind farms is that the acoustic emergence and
the ambient noise depend both on the residual
noise level (i.e, the acoustic noise power due
to other sources than wind turbines) and on the
particular noise level (i.e, the noise power due
to the wind turbines). This double dependency
makes the acoustic control challenging:
• The residual noise around a residential area strongly varies over time, even
within a single day. Yet, it is not possible
to measure the residual noise directly and

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the acoustic power levels

it is impossible to explain these variations
with a physical model.
• The particular noise depends on the current acoustic emission and on the energy loss due to the acoustic propagation
which strongly varies with the weather
conditions. Theoretically, they can be
both computed easily:
– The current
puted from
modes and
given the
curves.

emission can be comthe current operating
measured wind speed
manufacturer's power

– The propagation energy loss can be
simulated using a physical model
with ray tracing but changes quickly
with the weather conditions.
In France, two weeks measurement campaigns are performed to design the curtailment plans. The wind turbines are periodically
stopped and the difference between the measured ambient levels (with the turbines on) and

the measured residual noise levels (with the
turbines off) gives an estimate of the acoustical emergence and allows acoustic engineers
to design curtailment plans. In order to cope
with the variability of the ambient level and of
the acoustic emergence, the measurements
are indeed classified by weather conditions and
noise conditions (wind speed, wind direction,
period of the day, etc.). The emergence and
the ambient level are considered constant in
each class. Yet, as great variability still exist
on the system parameters, worst case scenarios are considered in current acoustic studies.
Figure 2 gives an example of 32 homogeneous
classes based on wind speed, angular sectors
of wind directions, and period of the day.

Because of this process, the legal criterion in
France was slightly modified and the acoustic
constraints are then written as follows:

Figure 2: Example of partition of the state parameters into 32 homogeneous classes.

3 Proposed model
∀o ∈ O , ∀ j ∈ {1, ..., J },
mediano (b j ) − mediano (r j ) < Se,o
or mediano (b j ) < Ss,o

(3)

where O denotes the set of homogeneous
classes and o is one homogeneous class. This
criterion uses the median of the measurements
in each homogeneous class to take the remaining variability into account. This approximation
was also developed as it is impossible to measure the emergence directly and curtailment
plans are computed with that criterion.
However, the current process is too coarse:
• The measurement campaign is representative of the noise environment for a short
period of time. In practice, the noise environment evolves over the course of the
year. For instance, the residual noise is
usually higher in summer than in winter.
• Moreover, even during the measurement campaign, the residual noise level
present a high variability.
These last two reasons induce economic
losses as worst case scenarios are considered.

The control of the particular noise level can be
handled by a physical model. We chose to
use the manufacturer's power curves and simulated propagation data stored in a look-up table. However, the measurement and the variability of the residual noise level require the design of a new control system. Because of the
novelty of this field of research, we decided to
design first an instantaneous and deterministic model based on the approximation usually
made for the problem of allocating acoustic operating modes.
The first control algorithm we designed is based
on the following hypotheses:
• We considered no lack of reactivity of the
wind turbines.
• We considered no uncertainties on the
simulation data.
• For the calculations, we developed the algorithm to optimise the electric power under any maximal value of instantaneous
particular noise. This allows us to fulfil
the instantaneous emergence (equation
1) or even the median criteria used in
France (equation 3) with a specific control method.

Figure 3: General operation scheme of the instantaneous and deterministic system

Figure 3 gives the general operation scheme of
the first model.
The wind speed and the wind direction measured at the turbine hub and the residual power
estimated by the source separation system are
the input data. From the wind data, the corresponding acoustic power attenuation matrix is
retrieved and the optimisation is then computed
with the power curves to build the curtailment
strategy to be applied for the next 10 minutes.

where I is the number of wind turbines, x̃ is
the I × 1 vector of emission power of the wind
turbines of the farms and whose values are
chosen in the discrete set of acoustic emission
power denoted by x̃(C) I . fv is the function that
gives the instantaneous electric production and
T
Ã is the matrix of acoustic power attenuation
due to propagation. q is the J × 1 vector that
specifies maximal admissible values of particular noise at each measurement point j.

3.1

Note that this formulation is very general and
our algorithm can optimise the instantaneous
electric production under any maximal admissible values of particular noise.

Optimisation problem

We have shown that the deterministic and instantaneous assumptions allow us to write the
problem as a non linear convex discrete programming problem or equivalently as a nonlinear knapsack problem [12, 4]:


maxx̃∈(x̃(C) I ∑iI=1 fv ( x̃i )







1 values

T

Ã x̃ ≤ q

that fulfil the constraints

(4)

We solved the problem with an adapted branch
and bound algorithm. Branch and bound algorithms are optimisation methods based on a
tree structure to represent the admissible1 solutions and on a browse them efficiently using
the "divide an conquer principle". Each node
is labelled with an upper bound of the objective function. A each iteration, a new solution
is found thanks to the value of the former solution. To illustrate the principle, Figure 4 gives
an intuitive example of one iteration of the de-

veloped algorithm:
• We suppose that we already have a solution achieving a power of 2000 kW at the
beginning of the iteration.
• Usually a step is done simply by taking
the following node.
• When a node with a lower bound is
browsed, the current branch is erased
and the algorithm backtracks as it is pointless to browse it. Indeed, we are sure that
it is not possible to find a better solution
than the one we already have among the
leaves it leads to.
• When a new leaf of the tree is reached,
we obtain a new solution with a better objective value (2100 kW here). The algorithm finishes when all the branches have
been either browsed or erased.
Note that the bound of each node is obtained by
solving a continuous relaxation problem solved
with an adapted gradient algorithm.
We also initialise our algorithm with the solution
obtained from a greedy heuristic inspired by an
algorithm used in the field of acoustics to accelerate convergence to the optimal solution.

3.2

to be fulfilled with a consistent economic gain
compared to the static strategy (see Section 4).

.
inputs

static strategy

Branch
and Bound
(B&B)
algorithm
with q
choosen to
fulfil instantaneous
criterion

Power(B&B ) >
Power(static)

no
yes

use B&B strategy

use static strategy

Figure 5: General scheme of the optimisation unit
handling the median criterion (equation 3.

Handling the median criterion

The proposed algorithm can optimise under
any maximal admissible values (see Section
3.1), and one could choose to limit the instantaneous acoustic criterion at each time. However,
in the studied cases, the curtailment plans were
computed from medians of the particular and
residual noise over time. For that reason, it appears that fulfilling the instantaneous criterion
(equation 1) may induce economic gain loss in
some cases (see 4). To remedy this, we had
to adapt the instantaneous algorithm in order
to fulfil the median emergence criteria used in
France by comparing the obtained result with
the static strategy, i.e the curtailment plans currently used on the wind farm. Figure 5 illustrates the algorithm used eventually. This adaptation allows the criterion employed in France

4 Experiments and results
We tested our algorithm on real data from 3
different wind farms using field measurements
for the residual acoustic levels, acoustic simulations for the propagation data, and the manufacturer's curves. The algorithm is to be field
tested before the end of next year (2016).
We experimentally verified that the branch and
bound algorithm yields most of the time the
optimal result (98,5% of the 1210 test cases).
Then, we simulated the acoustical control with
the acoustical data coming from 3 wind farms.
The detailed results are given in Figures 6 and
7.

Figure 4: Example of iteration for the branch and bound algorithm for a starting solution of 2000 kW.

Production loss (%)
compared to full-power
Full-power Strategy
Static strategy
Instantaneous criterion control
Median criterion control

wind farm 1 wind farm 2 wind farm 3
day night day night day night
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.2 42.4 0 63.6 0
0
9.2 34.4 3.8 56.3 0 1.2
1.4 30.7 0 53.6 0
0

Figure 6: Production losses compared to full-power
operation

Acoustic excesses
(% of time)
Full-power strategy
Static strategy
Instantaneous criterion control
Median criterion control

wind farm 1 wind farm 2 wind farm 3
day night day night day night
39 91 1 100 0
1
30 33 1 31 0
1
0
4
0
1
0
0
30 31 1 31 0
1

Figure 7: Proportion of acoustic excesses over time
(in percent of the full duration)
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Conclusions

In this article, we presented a new system
for acoustic control based on source separation. Specifically, we have presented a control

method that appears both easy to implement
and that can be adapted to specific law of each
country. The economic gain of such a system
depends on the law governing the usual curtailment plan design. in the French case, special
precautions must be taken to ensure a systematic economic gain.
In the future we will seek to refine with more
general hypothesis:
• Concerning the wind turbine reactivity,
our approximation is acceptable since the
reactivity related to switching from an operating mode to another is often very
small. In particular, this is verified for the
wind turbines that will be used for field
testing. However, a more general problem can be formulated using short-term
wind predictions [13] and dynamic programming [14].
• The particular noise is an acceptable
model for the power curves and the propagation models are based on worst case
scenarios. However, recalibration of the
acoustic power curves/propagation data

and the remaining uncertainties will be
considered. Note also that power curve
estimation methods may be used instead
of manufacturer's power curves to improve accuracy. On that matter, several
power curve estimation methods were recently compared by Lydia and al [15] and
by Schlechtingen and al [16].
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